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Abstract: Obesity is a critical health condition that severely affects an individ-
ual’s quality of life and well-being. The occurrence of obesity is strongly associ-
ated with extreme health conditions, such as cardiac diseases, diabetes, hyper-
tension, and some types of cancer. Therefore, it is vital to avoid obesity and or
reverse its occurrence. Incorporating healthy food habits and an active lifestyle
can help to prevent obesity. In this regard, artificial intelligence (AI) can play
an important role in estimating health conditions and detecting obesity and
its types. This study aims to see obesity levels in adults by implementing AI-
enabled machine learning on a real-life dataset. This dataset is in the form of
electronic health records (EHR) containing data on several aspects of daily
living, such as dietary habits, physical conditions, and lifestyle variables for
various participants with different health conditions (underweight, normal,
overweight, and obesity type I, II and III), expressed in terms of a variety
of features or parameters, such as physical condition, food intake, lifestyle
and mode of transportation. Three classifiers, i.e., eXtreme gradient boosting
classifier (XGB), support vector machine (SVM), and artificial neural network
(ANN), are implemented to detect the status of several conditions, including
obesity types. The findings indicate that the proposed XGB-based system
outperforms the existing obesity level estimation methods, achieving overall
performance rates of 98.5% and 99.6% in the scenarios explored.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence; obesity; machine learning; extreme gradient
boosting classifier; support vector machine; artificial neural network;
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1 Introduction

Obesity is the leading cause of a variety of health issues, both alone and in conjunction with
other conditions [1,2]. Obesity is directly linked to several diseases, including respiratory problems,
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diabetes, heart issues, some cancer types, cholesterol, and osteoarthritis [3,4]. The adverse effects of
excess weight can take ten years or more. Increased weight is also a strong indicator of shorter longevity.

Different methods are used to determine the appropriate weight and identify instances of obesity
and overweight. Excess fat in the body is the main reason for obesity. Body fat is evaluated with
ease using a relationship considering both the height and weight of a person. In evaluation, it is
assumed that the importance of individuals of the same size is primarily changed depending on body
fat. One of the most commonly used fat quantification mechanisms is the body mass index (BMI),
whereas other techniques, such as waist circumference, skinfold thickness, and bioimpedance, are
also considered. Among different classification grades for obesity, BMI readings provide essential
information regarding increasing fat in the body and the classification of body mass/weight [3]. It
enables effective weight comparisons among different groups and identifies individuals at higher
risk. It also helps in determining intervention priorities in individuals and within the community.
BMI, in some cases, also serves as a measure to evaluate the impact of weight control interventions.
Though BMI is widely accepted, it is worth mentioning that variances in body fat and muscle
proportions restrict BMI’s application as an effective measure in all cases. It also does not consider
the vast differences like obesity among people. Therefore, BMI is not ideal for diagnosing obesity, as
exceptionally muscular people might have a higher BMI while having significantly less fat. However,
in most cases, it is a good indicator of a healthy weight. Waist size, another measure to indicate extra
fat, is also used to evaluate those carrying excess weight (25 < BMI < 29.9) or those who are obese
(30 < BMI < 34.9) [3].

As stated above, obesity is a well-documented cause of significant health risks, including type
2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, stroke, etc. [3,5]. Obesity also results in psychological issues.
Therefore, it is vital to minimize such risks by implementing weight control.

Obesity results from consuming more calories—especially those found in high-sugar and high-
fat foods—than one burns with activity/exercise. The additional calories an individual consumes are
stored in the body as fat. Adopting a modern lifestyle with working office environments and easy
access to low-cost and high-calorie food is one of the leading causes of obesity. While a poor diet and
a sedentary lifestyle are primary factors contributing to obesity, underactive thyroid glands could also
result in health issues and weight gain. However, if managed effectively with suitable medication, these
health issues could be addressed before they manifest.

Obesity can be effectively countered by maintaining a low-calorie, nutritious diet and engaging in
physical activity and sports. Help can be sought from doctors or weight-loss specialists to determine
dietary plans. Using low-fat and low-calorie food allows for maintaining a healthy balance between
calorie intake and consumption. A suitable exercise routine is also recommended to be adopted to
manage weight more effectively. Joining a local weight-loss club and committing to 30 to 60 min of
activity daily, such as rapid walking, running, swimming, or tennis helps maintain healthy living.
Eating carefully and avoiding circumstances that could lead to overeating should also be considered.

Along with these, sometimes, it is worth considering psychological counseling to improve long-
standing poor eating habits. Sometimes, lifestyle changes are insufficient, and orlistat can be pre-
scribed. It works by lowering the fat absorbed while digesting food, thus reducing the overall fat
accumulation within the body due to dietary intake. Weight loss surgery may be suggested in specific
instances. Some techniques used to lose weight are shown in Fig. 1. These include healthy eating,
exercise, surgery, and counseling-based interventions.
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Figure 1: Obesity challenges and treatments

All the presented measures to counter obesity and lose weight have a notable impact and can be
chosen if the need arises. However, exercise and food intake play a central role in maintaining a healthy
weight. While exercise is as important as diet, this paper focuses on dietary intake and how it can help
lose weight. Diet plays a significant role in healthy living, and it is, therefore, necessary to understand
the body’s dietary needs to introduce suitable interventions.

Food is a source of energy to enable the body’s internal functions (blood circulation, body heat
generation, respiration, etc.) and actions (walking, running, moving limbs, etc.). A healthy weight can
be maintained with suitable food intake and the incorporation of regular exercise. On average, a male
with moderate physical activity requires 2500 calories per day, whereas a female with moderate physical
activity requires 2,000 calories per day. These calorie requirements might seem plentiful; however, a
large meal with fries, a burger, and a cold drink could amount to 1,400 calories. Another issue is the
lack of physical activity in individuals to balance the overconsumption of calories. Thus, the additional
calories consumed will contribute to body fat. Obesity does not appear spontaneously. It develops with
time and, in most cases, due to poor dietary choices, which may include eating processed food, fast
food, and takeaways; the consumption of food with a high fat and sugar content; drinking alcohol
and other beverages; eating out regularly; eating large portions; and eating more than required.

It is evident that diet plays a very important role in controlling weight in the majority of cases. A
well-planned diet can make a significant difference. However, it is not always easy to follow diet plans
alone. Tracking one’s calorie intake and balancing one’s intake against one’s consumption is a major
challenge. To assist in such circumstances, it is very important to leverage technology-driven state-of-
the-art solutions for improved outcomes. As stated earlier, obesity does not occur overnight; rather, it
takes time to develop. Therefore, any eating habits adopted in the present and their impact in the future
cannot be realized using conventional techniques. Thus, it is important to introduce state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques to evaluate eating habits and life choices and predict their impact in the
future. Such technology-driven interventions will not only allow the visualization of slips in following
dietary plans but also provide predictions of negative events if a trend continues over an extended
period of time. The contributions of the work are as follows:
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• To develop a machine-learning-based obesity level prediction system using a variety of features,
such as dietary habits, lifestyle, health conditions, and mode of transportation.

• To compare the performance of the proposed machine-learning-based system with the state-of-
the-art method to predict obesity levels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The literature review is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 discusses the methodology, including the dataset, data processing, machine-learning-based
classification algorithm, and experimental setup for obesity analysis. The results and discussion are
presented in Section 4, whereas the concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

Predictive models have recently shown much promise in predicting future health outcomes in a
variety of biomedical applications. This trend has also been witnessed in a number of non-biomedical
areas [5,6]. Due to the fast expansion of big data in the medical domain, clinical prediction models
have become more common and widely used. The majority of prediction models developed in the past
were based on regression and statistical analysis [7]. However, recently, deep learning techniques have
been widely adopted to develop predictive models [8].

Obesity presents a great risk to one’s health and is a cause of several other diseases [4]. Due to
its significance, numerous studies have proposed the use of machine learning to predict obesity and
obesity-related issues [5].

Linear regression is a widely used modeling tool in obesity research [9,10]. The 3,500-calorie
rule (where 3500 kcal = 1 lb) was derived using regression [10]. Regression was also used to evaluate
the resting metabolic rate of individuals [10]. Similarly, the use of logistic regression was adopted to
evaluate the overall impact of diet [11].

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have been used in a variety of clinical prediction models to
predict health issues such as high blood pressure [12], heart failure [13], diabetes [14], and readmission
to hospital [15]. To mention a few instances, an RNN with long short-term memory (LSTM) was
employed by [14,15] to predict readmission to the hospital for diabetic mental health patients. Despite
the urgent need, little work has been accomplished in obesity prediction modeling using large-scale
datasets and advanced machine-learning approaches. Most of the available research is based on
classical machine-learning techniques. Random forest [16] and logistic/linear regression [17–19] are
two examples of research that has employed chosen perinatal parameters, including BMI and birth
weight. In [20], the authors evaluated several multivariate regression approaches and multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) feed-forward neural network models to predict teenaged BMI from prior BMI
values. Around 90% accuracy was achieved in this work.

A method was developed to classify the cardiovascular disease by [21]. The classifiers were
developed using autosklearn, which is a widely used autonomous machine learning toolkit. This
machine learning toolkit was tested on the cardiac University of California Irvine (UCI) dataset, as
well as a cardiovascular disease dataset with 70 K patient records. The results showed that the proposed
method achieved better performance than the conventional machine learning techniques.

In [22], the authors used machine learning techniques to predict weight from food intake and
exercise routines. The study advocated for a support vector machine (SVM) based on its performance.
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In [23], the authors proposed ensemble classifiers to predict obesity using major characteristics
such as age, height, weight, and BMI. The ensemble classifier used a generalized linear model, partial
least squares, and a random forest. Over 89% percent accuracy was achieved.

In another study presented in [24], the authors evaluated a number of machine learning techniques
to predict obesity-related risks in high school students. The work implemented decision trees, regres-
sion, artificial neural networks, and weighted k-nearest neighbors. The results showed good accuracy;
however, the best performance was observed in the case of weighted k-nearest neighbors, where an
accuracy rate of over 88% was achieved.

Although there are numerous machine learning techniques used to predict obesity and closely
related health issues, there is still very limited work exploring the variety of parameters or variables
that can predict obesity. These parameters are related to eating habits, lifestyle, physical conditions,
and modes of transportation. It is evident that all these parameters can play a crucial role in predicting
obesity. Moreover, it is vital to not only detect obesity itself but also to classify the different obesity
levels, i.e., type I, II, and III. Therefore, this paper implements a state-of-the-art machine learning
algorithm to detect a variety of health conditions (underweight, normal, overweight, obesity type I,
II, III) in different scenarios. The findings of the proposed work are also compared with the state-of-
the-art method in the domain.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset
The dataset used in this study is publicly available [25] in the form of electronic health records

(EHR). A total of 2111 participants took part in this study. The participants were aged between 14
and 61 years. The EHR dataset comprised a variety of variables ranging from food intake, physical
condition, lifestyle, eating habits, and body measures. The total number of variables or features
collected through the survey was 17, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Types and values of variables gathered from EHR

Variable name Value range Variable type

High-calorie food consumption
(FAVC)

Yes or No Eating habits, categorical

Alcohol consumption (CALC) No, sometimes, frequently Eating habits, categorical
Vegetable consumption frequency
(FCVC)

Yes or No Eating habits, categorical

Main meal frequency (NCP) 1 to 4 times Eating habits, numeric
Food intake between meals (CAEC) No, sometimes, frequently,

always
Eating habits, categorical

Water intake (CH20) 1 to 3 times Eating habits, numeric
Monitoring of calories consumed
(SCC)

Yes or No Eating habits, categorical

Frequency of physical activity
(FAF)

0 to 5 days Lifestyle, numeric

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Variable name Value range Variable type

Time spent using electronic devices
(TUE)

0 to 4 h Lifestyle, numeric

Mode of transportation (TRANS) Walking, public
transportation, automobile,
motorbike, bike

Lifestyle, categorical

Gender Male or Female Physical condition, categorical
Age Integer numeric Physical condition, numeric
Height Integer number Physical condition, numeric
Weight Integer number Physical condition, numeric
History of overweight in family Yes or No Physical condition, categorical
Smoking Yes or No Physical condition, categorical
Obesity classification label Underweight, normal,

overweight, obesity I, obesity
II, obesity III

Derived variable from a physical
condition, categorical

3.2 Data Pre-Processing
Table 1 reports 17 variables collected in the data collection stage. The variable “Obesity Classi-

fication Label” is used as the target variable, while others are used as feature variables or features of
the obesity classification system. This variable is predicted using by feeding the rest of the variables
(16) in Table 1 into the machine learning algorithm. The machine learning algorithm is described in
the next section. It is evident from Table 1 that the collected variables are a combination of categorical
and numeric variables, where 9 out of 16 are categorical, and the rest are numerical. Therefore, all the
categorical variables were converted into numerical form to ensure uniformity in the feature space with
respect to the type of variables. For this purpose, the built-in label encoder of Python’s pre-processing
sklearn library [26] was utilized.

3.3 Ground Truth Data
The ground truth variable or target variable is very important in supervised machine learning to

achieve the underlying objectives. The obesity classification problem is a supervised problem where
the sample is categorized into different body compositions. The dataset used body mass index (BMI)
as a categorization variable to divide the collected data samples into six body conditions [27], i.e.,
underweight (BMI < 18.5), normal (18.5 < BMI < 24.9), overweight (25 < BMI < 29.9), Obesity Type
I (30 < BMI < 34.9), Obesity Type II (35 < BMI < 39.9) and Obesity Type III (BMI > 40).

3.4 Obesity Classification Using Machine Learning
The numerical variables obtained in the data processing stage were fed into the machine learning

model. The choice of machine learning classifiers is very important and plays an important role
in classifying the output classes. Three well-known machine learning classifiers are implemented
in the work to compare the performance and to investigate which classifier performs the best in
classifying the different obesity levels. Three classifiers are used, i.e., eXtreme gradient boosting
(XGB), support vector machine (SVM), and artificial neural network (ANN). SVM is known for the
maximum separation between the hyperplanes, ensemble classifier XGB is very helpful when dealing
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with a combination of categorical and numerical variables and ANN is useful due to the hidden
layers providing in-depth feature computations. The ANN model used here is the basic multi-layer
perceptron (MLP). All the classifiers are implemented in Python to distinguish obesity-related classes
(Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II and Obesity Type III) from non-obesity classes (underweight, normal,
overweight). The block diagram of the proposed machine learning-based methods used to predict
different obesity levels is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Data processing pipeline of proposed machine learning-based obesity level prediction method

The XGB classifier was recently introduced and has been extensively used in machine learning
techniques due to its prediction power, achieved by combining a variety of different weak estimators
[28,29]. The reason behind its high performance is that combining the performance of many estimators
can improve the overall accuracy, which otherwise can be low if they are implemented separately.
Moreover, the XGB performs better than the standard gradient-boosting classifiers due to the
utilization of efficient and improved approximation methods and their optimal execution.

The optimization objective function used for regularization in XGB [30–32] is presented in Eq. (1).

L(t) =
∑n

i=1
l
(

Yi, î (t−1) + ft (xi)
)

+ � (ft) (1)

L∧((t)) describes the objective function, n ← training examples, t ← the tree iteration, I ← instances
of the training sample, x_i ← input data parameters, y_i ← the actual values, y_i ← predicted values,
f_t ← the tree iteration function, Ω(f_t) ← model complexity.

The experimentation parameters for each classifier are as follows. For the ANN, the hidden layer
size is 10; the activation function is ‘relu,’ solver is ‘adam’, and the maximum iteration of 1500. For
SVM, the linear kernel is used with a complexity of 1. For XGB, gbtree is used as boosting tree;
maximum depth is 6, and minimum child weight is 1.

3.5 Experimentation Scenarios for Obesity Classification
There are two scenarios created to test the performance of the proposed XGB-based machine

learning classifier, as shown in Table 2. Scenario 1 contains the original dataset with the original
number of samples (2117), and the ground truth variable contains all the original classes (underweight,
normal, overweight, Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II, Obesity Type III). Scenario 2 focuses only on
obese adults and normal-weight adults and does not consider the underweight or overweight classes for
analysis purposes. Scenario 2 considers a dataset of 1259 adults. A 70/30 train/test split is used to divide
the dataset samples into training and testing sets. The rationale behind using this train/test split is due
to the fact this is the more commonly used train/test split in machine learning. Moreover, Scenario 1
in this work is similar to the original work of the authors [27] who built the dataset; therefore, it would
be more appropriate and fair to compare the performance of both works.
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Table 2: Obesity classification scenario and train/test split utilized

Scenario Total samples Train samples Test samples Output classes

Scenario 1 2111 1477 634 • Underweight
• Normal
• Overweight I
• Overweight II
• Obesity I
• Obesity II
• Obesity III

Scenario 2 1259 881 378 • Normal
• Obesity I
• Obesity II
• Obesity III

Scenario 2 is also very important since it aims to distinguish between normal adults and adults
with different levels of obesity, i.e., Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II, and Obesity Type III.

The study utilized the F-score to measure the performance of the machine-learning-based obesity
classification system. The F-measure is more reliable than accuracy when the dataset is imbalanced
or skewed, as it provides detailed insights into the detection capabilities of each class. The macro
average of the F-measure is used in this study, where the F-score by class is computed for each category
(please see output classes column in Table 2.) using the expression in Eq. (2) and then averaged across
the total number of classes to obtain an overall F-score. The F-score and performance will be used
interchangeably throughout the rest of the paper.

F − score = 2 ∗ TPC

2 ∗ TPC + FPC + FNC

∗ 100 (2)

TPC − true positive, FPC − false positive, FNC − negative; subscript c represents the class.

4 Results and Discussion

The performance analysis of the XGB-based classifier in scenario 1 to detect the six health
conditions or output classes in the scenarios is presented in Table 3. The highest performer is XGB,
with an overall performance of 98.5, followed by SVM, with an overall performance of 91%, and
the worst performance is achieved by ANN. The XGB-based method performed the best among all
classifiers, and the possible rationale behind this could be due to the fact that XGB is better designed
for the scenario where the features are a combination of numerical and categorical variables obtaining
high performance.

The remainder of the scenario 1 discussion will present only the result of the best-performing
classifier, i.e., XGB. It is quite evident that the proposed XGB-based method system can classify
the obesity classes (Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II, Obesity Type III) and non-obesity classes
(underweight, normal, overweight) with very high performance above 96%, as reported in Fig. 3. This
is very promising and shows the strength of the proposed system in classifying obese adults and non-
obese adults. The overall performance rate of 98.6% is achieved, as reported in Table 2. These findings
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suggest that the proposed system is able to detect health conditions, including the three types of obesity,
with very good performance. The findings also highlight that the combination of different types of
features, including food intake (calories consumed, number of meals), physical condition (weight,
height, age), family history of obesity, lifestyle (physical activity duration), and mode of transportation,
are key factors in discriminating between non-obese adults and obese adults. The confusion matrix of
the proposed XGB classifier for Scenario 1 is presented in Table 4.

Table 3: Classifiers performances obtained from Scenario 1

Health condition Classifiers

XGB (%) SVM (%) ANN (%)

Insufficient weight 100.0 92.4 89.9
Normal weight 96.8 82.2 79.8
Obesity type I 98.1 87.9 83.6
Obesity type II 98.9 95.5 91.9
Obesity type III 100.0 100.0 100.0
Overweight 97.0 87.8 88.5
Average performance 98.5 91.0 88.9

Figure 3: XGB-based obesity type and non-obesity classification for Scenario 1

It is worth mentioning that the proposed XGB system also outperformed the previous work
of the authors [27], who created the dataset and developed a machine-learning-based obesity level
estimation system using Scenario 1. They used a decision tree classifier to estimate obesity levels and
achieved an overall performance rate of 97.4% [27], while our work achieved an overall performance
rate of 98.5% (see Table 3). A possible reason behind the increase in the performance of the proposed
method to estimate obesity levels could be due to the fact that gradient boosting classifiers—and, more
specifically, the XGB classifier—are built to operate more successfully when the transformed features
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include a mixture of categorical and numerical variables, which might not be the case when using the
decision tree classifiers. Another factor could be the feature transformation applied in this work, as a
combination of features (numerical, categorical) might not be able to perform well when directly fed
into the classifier, while transformed features with one type of value (numeric in the proposed work)
can perform better and the classifier can learn more successfully.

Table 4: Confusion matrix obtained from Scenario 1 for XGB classifier

Overall F-score: 98.5% Predicted classes

Classified as → Insufficient
weight

Normal
weight

Obesity
type I

Obesity
type II

Obesity
type III

Overweight

Actual Insufficient weight 79 0 0 0 0 0
Classes Normal weight 0 92 0 0 0 4

Obesity type I 0 0 106 0 0 0
Obesity type II 0 0 1 88 0 1
Obesity type III 0 0 0 0 94 0
Overweight 0 2 3 0 0 164

The performance analysis of all three classifiers (XGB, SVM, ANN) classifier for Scenario 2 is
presented in Table 5. The results suggest that all the classifiers performed very well in classifying the
four different obesity-related health conditions (Normal Weight, Obesity Type I, Obesity Type II, and
Obesity Type III). The best performance of 99% is achieved by XGB, followed by ANN and SVM,
with a slight degradation in performance (less than 1%). This suggests that all the proposed obesity
level prediction methods performed well in scenario 2.

Table 5: Classifiers performances obtained from Scenario 2

Health condition Classifiers

XGB (%) SVM (%) ANN (%)

Normal weight 99.4 99.4 100.0
Obesity type I 98.1 96.6 98.1
Obesity type II 98.6 97.1 97.6
Obesity type III 100.0 100.0 99.5
Average performance 99.0 98.3 98.8

The remainder of the scenario 2 discussion will present only the result of the best-performing
classifier, i.e., XGB. The performances by class for the XGB classifier in scenario 2 are presented
in Fig. 4. It is quite evident from these findings that all the classes achieved very high performance
by class, with a value above 99%. The overall performance achieved in Scenario 2 is 99.6%, and
the confusion matrix for Scenario 2 is presented in Table 6. This is very interesting and promising
since Scenario 2 was carefully developed in this work to analyze and classify the obesity levels when
the population includes only healthy adults and obese adults with different levels (Obesity Type I,
II, and III). The performance obtained in Scenario 2 indicates that the system is highly capable of
distinguishing between healthy adults and obese adults with different levels of obesity.
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Figure 4: XGB-based obesity type and non-obesity classification for Scenario 2

Table 6: Confusion matrix obtained from Scenario 2 for XGB classifier

Overall F-score: 99.6% Predicted classes

Classified as → Normal weight Obesity type I Obesity type II Obesity type III

Actual classes Normal weight 79 0 0 0
Obesity type I 1 102 1 0
Obesity type II 0 2 102 0
Obesity type III 0 0 0 91

The findings also emphasized the fact that the proposed system can be easily applied to real-world
conditions to improve the well-being of society and can be utilized not only by medical professionals
(general physicians, clinical staff, nurses) but also by the general public, encouraging them to adopt
a healthy lifestyle and to avoid obesity. This is because obesity is a health condition that takes time
to develop, and, in the modern era, in which life is busy, and it is very difficult to keep a record of
one’s eating habits and lifestyle manually, the proposed machine learning system can offer a suitable
and automated choice to evaluate one’s eating habits, lifestyle and physical condition to predict the
body’s tendency towards obesity. Moreover, by adopting such automated machine-learning-based
obesity level estimation methods, one can also avoid obesity and improve one’s well-being by adopting
an active lifestyle and healthy eating habits. Therefore, future work will focus on transforming the
proposed machine learning system into a mobile app from which the general public can obtain benefits,
such as the ability to log their daily routines and track their health condition so as to avoid obesity.

5 Conclusion

Obesity is a serious health condition and can have severe consequences for health. Therefore, it
is vital to track the dietary habits and activity profiles of obese individuals to improve their quality
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of life and well-being. This study utilized a real-life dataset comprising various features related to
dietary habits, physical conditions, activity profiles, and lifestyles. The main contribution of the
work is that a novel machine-learning-based obesity classification system is proposed to a real-life
dataset and utilizes various parameters (eating habits, physical condition, physical activity profile, and
lifestyle measures). Three different methods are developed in this study using XGB, SVM, and ANN
classifiers to predict obesity levels. The XGB-based methods outperformed the other two methods.
The findings suggest that different stages of obesity can be classified with a very high performance
of above 98% in different experimental scenarios using the XGB-based method. It is also worth
mentioning that the proposed XGB method outperformed the state-of-the-art methods by improving
the prediction performance. These findings are very encouraging and suggest the strength of the
proposed novel solution in classifying different obesity classes, in addition to normal-weight and
underweight individuals.

There are limitations to the proposed work. The number of participants was relatively small and
should be increased in the future for better generalization. Moreover, more dietary measures and
physical activity measures, such as activity trackers and wearable monitors, can be added for the more
precise profiling of daily life activities.
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